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this year (Greenpeace at
InterH!), but Popeye, Olive
Oyl AND Hairy Buns. The
Popeye-Mobile is empty of
double canoe (and Popeye).

Olive Oyl recounts an
implausable story “Oh, late
last night in wine haze
Popeye said -” “I’ll go early,
take the canoe, and pop it in
the water from the pub!”
Bollocks, it was on the roof,
clocks were not put back, so
was put in the water as a
smoke screen! All this was
compounded by taking Hairy
Buns (another “early” riser)
for a “spin”. Two dripping
damp canoeists arrive back at
the pub still well in time for
the off and HB to blag some
dry clothes!
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No one had even mentioned
the 100 or so canoe race about
to start from the canoe centre!
But the pub car park was
largely filled with SH3 with a
bit of overflow and at the dot
of 11:00 GMT (!) where did we
go? WEST! BUT it was
another start back check, “to
let the late comers catch up” -
On clocks back day? It was
too far for my money, and it all
fell apart for a bit! Of course
the solution was East, across
the bloody road (no path
under the bridge) and along
the Wey nav path. FRB made
sure only he (and Atalanta)
crossed the canal to the back
check, the real FFRBs eshew
any chance of a catch-up and
plough straight on well before

Ring-Ring, Ring-Ring :
“Hello Richard, Fran here,
can’t guarantee to be able to
do be scribe tomorrow! Sorry!
Bye”. Hmm that means I’ll
have to! AND it’s HornBlower
and Chunderos! Oh well here
goes:

Now, the Row Barge - sad
working class run-down pub
near a council estate - that
sound like us! Slyfield
Industrial to the North,
Guildford sprawl to the south
and West, wonderful bit of
green stuff and water to the
South-East, Hmmm a “Pick and
Chooser’s” field day!

With les Gurls, out doing
there flour thing, I get there
early to see who has not put
their clocks back! No Abba

knowing it was a check -
clever bastards, screw the
back runners! BUT they were
well and truly stuffed at the
outstandingly beatiful new
(but A3 noisy) lake, and at last
a back check works! Even
Lightswitch is in the lead, not
calling, but in the lead.

It amazes me how nice it is
down there, in the shadow of
and under the A3, you miss it
all, shagging back and fro
along the tarmac!

A few shortish back checks
just about hold the pack
before the standard “large
green area” check on Stoke
Park, i.e. a circle near the edge
and hashers all over the shop.
Popeye (of course) finds it
and off we go to the lovely

little park, childrens play area,
stepping stones, paddling
pool and gardens. Dissa, (still
here?) says “Great so far, now
its going to fall apart”. Well it
will if you let it! Arsehole!

The road crossing bit was
abit dire, and the attempt at a
check in the next park failed -
Popeye et al well broken away
by now, but the back check at
the cricket ground AND the
pretty one down to the wharf
mostly worked. Then the toys
came out of the pram! Stag,
Dug The Tub and Rainman
sneaking off, admittedly in the
right direction, but well before
the check along the canal was
found. “I’VE HAD ENOUGH”
says DtT, “blah Blah” says
Stag, Rainman reluctantly

continues to the back check
then whinges “I have serious
isues with the Hare! she made
me come here despite it being
wrong!” - AAAarh sweet.

So now SH3’s Arnham, I
suppose the FFRBs must
have gone over, but they were
so far ahead that they were
well away down the canal, the
second pressing saw the
single blob of flour visible
across the road and that was
it! Hashers all over the place,
crossing the road at every
available spot, and some that
were not available!

My job was to get to the
Rum (but no Bum) stop and
deploy the hidden inflatable,
so devil had to take the
hindmost.

A CLOCKS BACK GIFT, RURAL
IDYL, URBAN SINK, A BRIDGE
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Date 29-Oct-2006

Hare HornBlower&Chunderos

Venue Guildford

On On Row Barge
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1648 12-Nov Cardiff Conversion Woking J Arthur

1649 19-Nov Golden Balls HornBlower

1650 26-Nov Popeye AND H-B!

1651 03-Dec Joint Berkshire inc
brewery tour

1652 10-Dec T Total Ifield
Green

Run 1647

Date 5-Nov-2006

Hare “Stalwart” J-Arthur

Venue Black Heath

On On Villagers?

SSA 102 A5

OS 186 035 455

Scribe SBJ ?Directions:

A25 from Guildford towards Shere. Right at Silent Pool onto
A248 s.p. Albury, Chilworth. Through Albury and at Percy
Arms turn left into Sample Oak Lane, over level crossing,
straight on at cross roads. Car park 500 metres(!) on left. If
full up with doggy walkers, park side of road.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Affix Stamp
 Here

Yvonne “Vidal” Clough
Any (like me) who didn’t have any cash at Vidal’s
Funeral and would like to donate to The Phyllis

Tuckwell Hospice, bring some over the next few
weeks and we’ll collect and send it.
http://phyllistuckwellhospice.org/

Who were safely ensconced safely across the water? Dissa
(who had), Popeye (who else - strangely still at least “near”
trail) and Stilton. Cardiff was loitering lonely on the near bank,
taking his life ban from going near water seriously. Well we
recovered the “set of patches arranged in close formation”
from the marsh and a jolly time we all had ferrying all and
sundry through the seriously racing canoes (mostly kayaks
really) to HornBlower’s pad, Rum and Coke and chocolate
fingers. Questions were asked as to where the burning van
was, whether the mince pies were hot enough yet etc. as we all
had a trip down memory lane, at least it wasn’t as windy!

Popeye is an outstanding boatman (Hellooo Sailor!) he can
propel a boat, in any direction, with any number of people in,
with one oar, from any position! Like a Boy Scout, acceptable
at a dance, essential in a ship wreck! With the last hasher
“safely” back across “the water”, Popeye rows a bunch of us
to the pub - conventional - ro’locks.

With all this fun and meriment going on, the circle was
delayed somewhat, even long enough for Tosser to find his
way back from the Weybridge run he had assumed it would
be! FRB, as stand in RA was itching to get on and back to a
Family Command Performance, but did his duty at the circle.
What exactly the Gurls had done I am not sure, but that is
what we had, a circle full of harriettes, not much beer drunk,
but it seemed to make him happy and off he went. Pub had
excellent London, eat yer hearts out InterHashers!


